
Mission Statements
Subject Area Mission Statement

Phonics & Reading As readers we immerse ourselves into the wonders of brilliant books and 
develop our imagination to become life-long learners. 

English As writers we are creative, imaginative and expressive. 

Maths As mathematicians we calculate, investigate and solve problems in everyday 
life.

Science As scientists we plan, predict, experiment and explore the world. 
PSHE [Life Skills] As global citizens we learn to stay healthy, safe and prepared for life in 

modern Britain. 

Music As musicians we listen, compose, appraise and perform music from around 
the world. 

Modern Foreign 
Languages

As language learners we study cultures to connect and communicate.



Mission Statements
Subject Area Mission Statement

PE As athletes we are active, healthy and display good sportsmanship. 

Art As artists we are inspired by creators and cultures to explore and experiment 
with a range of media to let our creativity flow. 

Geography As explorers we investigate places, people and geographical processes so we 
can navigate the world.

Design and 
Technology

As designers we purposefully plan, make and evaluate to help our ideas to 
come to life. 

Computing As computer experts we browse safely, code and create to present our ideas 
digitally. 

RE As religious learners we demonstrate mutual respect and celebrate different 
cultures and faiths.

History As historians we research the lives of significant individuals and explore key 
events and periods from the past and how this relates to us. 



Phonics & Reading
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into the wonders of brilliant 
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learners. 



English
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creative, imaginative 
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Science

As scientists we plan, 
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PSHE [Life Skills]
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Music

As musicians we listen, 
compose, appraise and 
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around the world. 



Modern Foreign Languages

As language learners we 
study cultures to 

connect and 
communicate.



Physical Education [PE]

As athletes we are 
active, healthy and 

display good 
sportsmanship. 



Art

As artists we are inspired 
by creators and cultures to 

explore and experiment 
with a range of media to 
let our creativity flow. 



Geography

As explorers we investigate 
places, people and 

geographical processes so 
we can navigate the world.



Design and Technology [D&T]

As designers we 
purposefully plan, make 
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Computing
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History
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